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ABSTRACT Collaborative Intrusion Detection Systems are considered an effective defense mechanism for
large, intricate, and multilayered Industrial Internet of Things against many cyberattacks. However, while a
Collaborative Intrusion Detection System successfully detects and prevents various attacks, it is possible
that an inside attacker performs a malicious act and compromises an Intrusion Detection System node.
A compromised node can inflict considerable damage on the whole collaborative network. For instance,
when a malicious node gives a false alert of an attack, the other nodes will unnecessarily increase their
security and close all of their services, thus, degrading the system’s performance. On the contrary, if the
spurious node approves malicious traffic into the system, the other nodes would also be compromised.
Therefore, to detect a compromised node in the network, this article introduces a device integrity check
mechanism based on ‘‘Digital Genome.’’ In medical science, a genome refers to a set that contains all of the
information needed to build and maintain an organism. Based on the same concept, the digital genome is
computed over a device’s vital hardware, software, and other components. Hence, if an attacker makes any
change in a node’s hardware and software components, the digital genomewill change, and the compromised
node will be easily detected. It is envisaged that the proposed integrity attestation protocol can be used in
diverse Internet of Things and other information technology applications to ensure the legitimate operation
of end devices. This study also proffers a comprehensive security and performance analysis of the proposed
framework.

INDEX TERMS Insider attacks, integrity check, collaborative intrusion detection system, device genome,
device security, blockchain, Internet of Things.

I. INTRODUCTION
The pervasiveness of the internet has widened the spectrum of
connected real-world things and has also provided promising
opportunities to build robust industrial systems and related
applications. Correspondingly, the Industry 4.0 paradigm has
witnessed significant changes by leveraging the growing
ubiquity of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) [1]–[3].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Wei Quan.

This integration has undoubtedly improved the efficiency
of processes, reduced spatio-temporal investments, and
bestowed faster return on investments. While this industrial
evolution has been extensively reviewed and studied [3]–[5],
there is a growing concern that the increased connectivity
of critical infrastructures such as thermal powerhouses, elec-
tricity grids, hospitals, hotels, banking, and defense systems
makes them vulnerable to numerous cyber-attacks [6]–[8].
Resultantly, a hacker can hack into the end devices and install
malware or modify the software components. Moreover,
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suppose an end device is physically compromised. In that
case, the attacker can also change the hardware components,
i.e., extend device memory, increase RAM, alter processor
speed, change network configuration, activate or deactivate
unauthorized ports or interfaces (e.g., JTAG, UART), change
I/O (input/output) pin configuration, etc. Correspondingly,
these software and hardware modifications will affect the
legitimate operation of the devices and the security and pri-
vacy of user data. Besides, an unintentional or unprovoked
technical fault, hardware or software failure, or human error
can also cause an end device malfunction.

Furthermore, sophisticated cyber-attacks, including Black-
Energy Crimeware [9], Dragonfly-Group/Energetic Bear
[10], Mirai [11], and Stuxnet [12] are some testimonies to
the vulnerabilities of the critical infrastructure. These attacks
disrupted not only vital operations but also infringed sensitive
business and personal information. Moreover, in some cases,
there had been physical damage, and substantial financial
loss [12]. Also, there is no restriction on the type of device that
can be fully compromised; it may be an IoT sensor/actuator,
a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), or a node of Collab-
orative Intrusion Detection System (CIDS). Correspondingly,
some untrustworthy members of the CIDS may perform a
malicious act, thus introducing the possibility of an insider
attack [13]–[15]. Consequently, a compromised CIDS node
can inflict considerable damage on the whole collaborative
network. Therefore, when this malicious node gives false
alerts of an attack, the other nodesmay unnecessarily increase
their security and may close all of their services [16]. Simi-
larly, if it approves malicious traffic into the system, the other
nodes would be compromised too.

Therefore, there is a need to develop a framework to verify
devices’ integrity, especially IDS nodes. So that if an attacker
makes a change in the hardware, software, or configuration
of an IDS node, it can be detected and rectified.

II. RELATED WORK
As shown in Table.1 significant work has been done
in the past to verify the integrity of embedded devices
based on code, firmware, or memory attestation. For
instance, [17] introduced a Software-based Memory Attesta-
tion scheme (SWATT) for embedded devices. The proposed
solution detects an embedded device with malicious code in
its memory. However, due to a challenge-response protocol,
the verification procedure is vulnerable to Rainbow [18] and
Interference attacks [19]. Moreover, the Time of Check to
Time of Use (TOCTTOU) [20] is also different. In addition,
SWATT is vulnerable to the rootkit-based attack that involves
Return Oriented Programming (ROP). The attackers use ROP
as a security exploit to control the call stack and manipulate
the flow of the trusted software running on the target machine.
Resultantly, the attackers can execute malicious code on the
target system [21], [22]. Similarly, authors in [23] presented
a distributed, secret sharing, and majority voting-based attes-
tation scheme for IoT sensors. Being distributed, the pro-
posed solution prevents trust issues involving a single trusted

verifier. However, it is believed to be computation-intensive
and vulnerable to ‘‘Good Mouth’’ and ‘‘Bad Mouth’’ attacks.
Also, the TOCTTOU is different. Consequently, it is suscep-
tible to rootkit-based ROP attack [24]. Moreover, the initial-
ization of the attestation procedure is also speculative.

In another work [25], the researchers proposed a
One-way Memory Attestation Protocol (OMAP) for smart
meters. The scheme detects a malicious device without a
challenge-response protocol. However, in this scheme as
well, the initialization of the code attestation procedure is not
clearly defined, and the TOCTTOU is also different. Hence,
it is vulnerable to rootkit-based attacks [24]. Correspond-
ingly, [24] introduced One-way Code Attestation Protocol
(OWCAP), an improved version of OMAP, for Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN). Nonetheless, this work is limited to
a star network topology in which only a cluster head has the
responsibility of attesting and verifying a sensor node. In the
same way, researchers in [26] presented a blockchain-based
secure firmware update mechanism for embedded devices
in IoT. The framework protects against message authenti-
cation, confidentiality, replay, and integrity attacks. It also
replaces the client-server based firmware update protocol
with a blockchain-based decentralized scheme. However,
it also has certain limitations; The IoT node initiates a
firmware update message, but it is unclear when it should
initiate the process. Similarly, two processes of firmware
verification run in parallel, which will create unnecessary
network traffic, node operations, and increased energy con-
sumption of end devices. Moreover, it does not protect
against node compromise attacks, in which an attacker,
instead of tampering with firmware, installs an executable
malicious code in the memory of the node to launch further
attacks.

In a more recent work [27], the researchers introduced
a remote attestation strategy for control systems that com-
bines software attestation and control process validation. It is
a challenge-response based protocol that protects against
threats to the integrity of PLCs’ logic code. It also prevents
replay attacks involving sensor readings. However, being a
challenge-response protocol, it is also assumed to be vul-
nerable to the Rainbow and Interference attacks. Similarly,
[28] proposed a technique to seek behavior transparency and
control for smart home IoT devices. The scheme detects
misbehaving devices by analyzing application layer network
flows between clients and servers. It enables transparency by
reporting which device exhibits what behaviors, when, and
how often. The authors claim that the proposed framework
effectively classifies behaviors of IoT devices. And these
behaviors may include heartbeat, firmware check, report-
ing, and uploading audio or video recordings. However,
there is a possibility that a compromised device may input
false data to the network by exhibiting normal behavior like
Stuxnet [29]. Correspondingly, [30] presented ‘‘HEALED,’’
a software-based remote attestation and disinfection scheme
for embedded devices. However, this solution protects only
against malware attacks.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of device attestation techniques.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Comparison of device attestation techniques.

Looking at some CIDS specific literature, [31] carried
out a survey of some Collaborative Intrusion Detection
Networks (CIDNs) and analyzed their robustness against
insider attacks. However, this work just listed down var-
ious insider attacks and respective generalized solutions
to contain them. It does not propose a strategy to detect
compromised nodes as a result of insider attacks. More-
over, it classifies various CIDNs based on their vulnerability
to insider attacks. Similarly, some of the Collaborative
Intrusion Detection Systems (CIDS) use a simple trust
management mechanism to distinguish honest nodes and
dishonest nodes, such as Host-based Collaborative Intru-
sion Detection System (HBCIDS) [32]. HBCIDS prevents
collusion attacks but being based on trust estimation, it is
assumed to be vulnerable to attacks against reputation sys-
tems [37]. Correspondingly, in another CIDS [33], a majority
voting-based system is used to detect compromised nodes.

However, it is vulnerable to collusion attacks. In addition,
some CIDS like Worminator [34] rely on alert correlation
to achieve better detection accuracy. Nonetheless, due to a
lack of trust management among CIDS nodes, it is vulnerable
to numerous insider attacks. Furthermore, authors in [35]
proposed an IDS for detecting compromised gateways in
an IoT network. The suggested scheme detects malicious
gateways based on the probability of dropped or corrupt
packets either in the uplink or downlink direction. However,
it is assumed that such a solution cannot protect against a
malicious gateway that may input messages with false data in
the network. Moreover, this technique is not expected to be
effective against compromised CIDS nodes that may inject
false alerts into the network.

Finally, researchers in [36] presented a blockchain-based
solution to protect a CIDN against advanced insider attacks
such as Passive Message Fingerprint Attacks (PMFA).
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It effectively detects betrayal and PMFA faster than other
challenge-based trust models. However, due to the propaga-
tion of challenge-request pairs (in respect of a tested node) to
other network nodes for verification by the tester, this scheme
appears to be communication intensive. Moreover, there is
a question about the effectiveness of this scheme once the
attacker compromises many nodes in the same neighborhood
and modifies their signature/alarm library/responses.

Although some of the node attestation methods men-
tioned above protect against firmware, code, or software
(application) modification attacks, none of these methods
protects against a physical compromise of the device and
any modification of the hardware components, device con-
figuration, or network settings. Moreover, most of the
subject methods are based on challenge-response protocols
known to have glaring weaknesses, including vulnerability
to network attacks, TOCTTOU gaps, increased energy con-
sumption, time synchronization problems, low detection rate,
and restricted to star/cluster tree network topology. Besides,
a few solutions focus on the software components and fail to
verify the overall state of a device at run-time. Correspond-
ingly, devices equipped with trusted computing hardware
have security against data breaches and software integrity but
not against general device state alterations, including changes
in network configuration/settings and modification in device
hardware to affect its legitimate operation. Hence, there is a
need for an absolute scheme that should verify the integrity
of devices in an IoT network by achieving the following
objectives:
a. A compromised or a malfunctioned device should be

detected at the earliest.
b. The device attestation process should be secure yet trans-

parent.
c. No single party should be able to influence or forge the

attestation process.
d. The solution should be computationally economical.

Therefore, in this article, we introduce a new method to
verify the integrity of digital devices inspired by human DNA
(Deoxyribonucleic Acid) identification [38]. DNA typing
technologies and associated bioinformatic tools have been
used formore than two decades to identify humans, especially
the victims of Mass Fatality Incidents (MFI) [39]. These
incidents range from air crashes to tragedies like the World
Trade Centre. In this context, ‘‘Genome’’ is an organism’s
complete set of DNA, including all of its genes. It contains
all of the information needed to build and maintain the organ-
ism [40]. Therefore, taking motivation from the concept of
genome, we conceived the idea of verifying the integrity
of digital devices by computing a ‘‘Digital Device Genome
(D2Gen)’’ over the device’s software and hardware com-
ponents, network configuration, and vital metadata. In this
context, any unauthorized modification/malfunction in the
device’s hardware or software components, network configu-
ration, or ambient conditions will result in a different D2Gen
as compared to the one referring to default settings. Hence,
in such a way, a compromised device can be easily detected.

Moreover, to ensure the integrity of the D2Gen protocol,
we have leveraged blockchain technology and its inherent
benefits such as decentralized control, data immutability,
trustless operation, and the ability to run distributed appli-
cations (DApps). Once developed and tested, the device
integrity check concept can be extended to more specific
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), such as PLCs’ security in
the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
networks. Accordingly, a gist of vital contributions of this
research is proffered in the following section.

A. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH
1) Introduces a new method of end device integrity

verification.
2) Facilitates detection of an illegitimately compromised or

malfunctioned end device.
3) Prevents a varsity of insider attacks involving

modifications/alterations of end device hardware, soft-
ware, or network configuration and ambient operating
conditions.

4) Avoids trust issues during verification process by
inheriting decentralized control, network consensus,
data immutability and transparency features of the
blockchain technology.

5) Protects against application forgery/modification attacks.
6) Prevents initiation of forged/fake transactions by unau-

thorized CIDS nodes in the network.
7) Resilient against replay attacks.
8) Proffers a comprehensive analysis on security and per-

formance efficiency of the proposed framework.
9) Expected to augment existing device attestation

protocols.

B. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III
introduces D2Gen. Then, Section IV illustrates the integrity
check protocol, security guarantees, and associated chal-
lenges and limitations. Similarly, Section V presents a com-
prehensive security and performance analysis of the Proof of
Concept (POC) of proposed framework. Whereas Section VI
concludes the article with a hint of future work.

III. D2Gen
This section introduces the concept of computation of D2Gen
for an IDS node over its hardware and software components
and network configuration to ensure its legitimate opera-
tion. A productive design and development of D2Gen can
help detect a malicious node even if a single byte of data
is changed in its software components, including firmware,
malware definitions, and important system files. Similarly,
D2Gen aspires to detect a compromised node even if a minute
change is made in its hardware and software components,
or network configuration. We also envisage that irrespective
of the type of application, e.g., may it be the blockchain or
cloud-supported services, D2Gen will augment and give a
new direction to the existing IoT/IIoT/IT device attestation
protocols.
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FIGURE 1. Requirements of a secure D2Gen protocol.

A. COMPUTATION OF D2Gen
D2Gen is computed by measuring particular hardware and
software characteristics, network configuration/settings, and
associated metadata for respective devices. The hardware and
software configurations may differ as per the type of IoT/IIoT
or other network devices such as IDS. However, in this paper,
we propose the most generalized parameters for the com-
putation of D2Gen. Whereas, more specific parameters for
the integrity check of an IDS node will be highlighted in
Section V during our discussion about the POC.

1) MEASUREMENT OF HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS
We believe that some of the hardware properties that can con-
tribute to verifying and assessing a digital device’s integrity
include.

a) Measuring voltage and currents on the specific ports to
ascertain if any additional hardware is connected to the
device.

b) Measuring memory size and processor speed to verify that
the attacker has not altered the device’s computational and
storage capacity.

c) Checking boot sequence to identify any misappropriation
during device boot up.

d) Checking the status of various hardware components
installed to detect any change in device hardware con-
figuration, e.g., the battery capacity and drainage, may
help identify illegal device operation other than the
approved/default functionality.

2) MEASUREMENT OF SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS
In case of any successful security breach, that may be a
cyber-attack or a physical compromise; the attacker may
modify the firmware, system/application software, or the
state of data stored on the device. Moreover, in the case of an
IDS, the data or device state may include malware signature
library and the order of the signatures within the signature
bank. Hence, numerous aspects concerning device’s software

components and related metadata must be monitored and
measured.

a) Checking device identity may help detect and prevent a
Sybil attack [41]. In which an attacker creates and presents
multiple identities using a single device.

b) Monitoring the number of applications running on
a device will help detect unauthorized applications
installed. It is most suitable for corporate environments
with Bring Your Own Device BYOD) policies.

c) Checking types and versions of applications installed.
It will also help in the identification of unauthorized appli-
cations installed on the device.

d) Monitoring access rights of the applications. This aspect
is critical because an application with escalated privileges
may spy on the user and steal private/sensitive data.

e) Probing access permissions of various files. This factor
is also essential in disclosing any change in the default
permissions of the system files installed on a device.

f) Systemfiles’ read andwrite permissions. This is an impor-
tant factor in preventing device malfunction and unautho-
rized operation.

g) Checking the state of IDS node’s attack/malware signa-
tures library is also essential.

h) Checking the order of malware signatures in the IDS
node’s attack signatures library.

i) Computing cryptographic hash of vital system files and
firmware/application code. This is another crucial require-
ment to detect any unauthorized changes to the system
files, firmware, or application code.

3) VERIFICATION OF NETWORK CONFIGURATION AND
SETTINGS
The integrity of a device cannot be effectively assessed with-
out evaluating its network settings and other metadata. These
parameters may include:

a) Configuration of active and deactivated ports.
b) Network credentials and approved settings.
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c) Checking connected devices to detect any unauthorized
hardware.

d) Pin configuration/settings (for embedded /IoT devices).
e) Mode of operation, i.e., client or server mode.
f) Checking device location is always helpful in providing

location-based services and the successful implementa-
tion of geo-fencing. Based on the same concept, a device’s
location is included in the computation of D2Gen so that
a device communicating from an unwarranted or unusual
place can easily be detected.

g) Verifying device position (flat, raised, vertically hanging,
upside down, etc.).

h) Analyzing the ambient conditions of the device, including
temperature, humidity, light intensity, etc. This is crit-
ical for the integrity of sensing and actuating devices,
i.e., whether these devices are operating and communi-
cating from their designated location/environment.

IV. THE INTEGRITY CHECK PROTOCOL
To ensure that the device integrity verification protocol
performs legitimately, we inferred some essential secu-
rity requirements as shown in Fig.1. Therefore, blockchain
technology has been used to satisfy most of the security
issues. Detailed reasoning in this regard is later proffered in
Section IV-A.

Elaborating onD2Gen protocol, a device is first configured
and then installed in the operational environment, e.g., in a
CIDS, smart grid, or a remote health monitoring system.
The overview of the entire device integrity check process
(D2Gen) is shown in Fig.2. Before its deployment in the
network, firstly, the base genome map of the device is com-
puted over its selected hardware and software characteristics,
network configuration, and other metadata as illustrated in
Section III. The Base_D2Gen is then stored for the respec-
tive device on the blockchain through a smart contract. The
end device can be a lite blockchain client or a full node
based on its storage and computation resources. In both
cases, the device can interact with the blockchain using smart
contracts. Later, whenever the device is scheduled to send
data such as IDS log message or a sensor update, it will
compute and append D2Gen to the routine data and push the
data into the blockchain through the DApp (smart contract).
At this moment, before updating the state of the blockchain,
the block proposer/miner compares the device’s genome for-
wardedwith themessage or sensor datawith the Base_D2Gen
stored on the blockchain.

If the genome matches, only then the IDS log or sensor
data will be published in the blockchain. Otherwise, in case
of a conflict, the message (transaction) will be discarded, and
an alert message will be sent to the network administrator
and device owner, notifying the possible malicious behavior
of the respective device. The infected or invalid device’s
identity (ID) will be appended to the list of blacklisted nodes
stored on the blockchain for easy access by all the stake-
holders. Later, when the device is investigated and rectified,
the base genome is recomputed and stored on the blockchain

after approval of all the stakeholders maintainingminer nodes
in the blockchain network. It is followed by the removal of
the device from the blacklist after the first successful D2Gen
verification. In addition, if a node’s state is legitimately mod-
ified, i.e., its software is updated, or hardware components
are upgraded, then its Base_D2Gen will be recomputed and
stored on the blockchain.

A. SECURITY GUARANTEES
Based on the initial analysis, it is implied that our proposed
blockchain-based device integrity check protocol protects
against numerous security threats. As D2Gen comprises
a device’s software and hardware components and related
information, the protocol protects against software/code
modifications, execution of unauthorized applications, hard-
ware alterations, changes in device configuration/settings,
and modification of device data. Moreover, some informa-
tion concerning the device’s network configuration, location,
and authorized/default connected hardware is also part of
D2Gen. Hence, it is perceived that there are some secu-
rity assurances against change in device location/position,
modifications in network configuration, and attachment of
unauthorized devices to different ports.

Here, a question may arise, what benefits do we get by
using blockchain. The main objective is to leverage some
inherent advantages of the distributed ledger technology
[42]–[47] such as decentralized control, distributed architec-
ture and applications, data immutability, trustless operation,
and network consensus to approve any transaction (TX).
In this context, our proposed framework uses smart con-
tracts (DApps) to extract a varsity of device data to compute
D2Gen through methods/functions built-in the blockchain
like web3.js methods in Ethereum blockchain [48]. There-
fore, it is nearly impossible for an attacker to emulate a fake
response to the D2Gen attestation or change the Base_D2Gen
stored on the blockchain without detection.Moreover, there is
no need for a trusted verifier or an authentication server. The
integrity check is done through smart contracts in a decen-
tralized way. It is also believed that such a plenary solution is
likely to protect against software license spoofing attacks.

B. CHALLENGES
There is a need to overcome specific challenges to employ
this innovative idea in real-world IoT/IIoT networks like
any other technology. The critical issue is the development
of blockchain technology with integral methods/functions
(like web3.js library for Ethereum blockchain) to extract
data/information about a device’s hardware and software
components. The second prominent requirement is the nor-
malization of the variations in the current and voltage mea-
surements required for the computation of D2Gen. Thirdly,
the decision on what information about a device’s software
and hardware components, network configuration/settings,
and device metadata is to be used to verify the device integrity
can only be made after numerous tests and trials. Nonethe-
less, the proposed solution is likely to bridge the gaps in
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existing security vulnerabilities and the requirements of an
effective device integrity check mechanism. However, at the
same time, there is a need for multiple tests and trials to
determine when to compute the device genome. The possible
options include: at the device restart, at various system check-
points, after major installations, whenever there is an unusual
resource utilization, or at runtime with every sensor/device
data update.

Correspondingly, a high frequency of computation and
verification of D2Gen may also affect the system’s usability
and performance. Therefore, there needs to be a balance
between security, usability, and performance. It is presumed
that such a relationship heartily varies with the security and
safety requirements of the subject systems. A security-critical
system may sacrifice usability and utilization of resources
over enhanced protection against device compromise and
malicious operation.

C. LIMITATIONS
During the elementary evaluation of the proposed device
integrity check framework, certain limitations have also been
deduced. These limitations constitute:
1) A specialized hardware/Integrated Circuit (IC) is

required to detect variations in current and voltage at
specific points of the device hardware.

2) Currently, the proposed framework is suitable for
blockchain-based IoT/IIoT systems only.

3) Overall, D2Gen is to be computed over many hard-
ware, software, network configuration, and other device
parameters. Whereas some of these parameters are
dynamic and others are static. E.g., voltage and current
levels at specific ports may vary at every measurement.
While the static parameters such as OS CPU archi-
tecture, system file permissions, device hostname, and
total memory size may remain unchanged for a long
time. Accordingly, unless we segregate the dynamic and
static parameters and also set/normalize the threshold
values for the dynamic parameters, there is always a
chance that the D2Gen computed at runtime will differ
from the Base_D2Gen. This mismatch will result in
false negatives, i.e., sometimes legitimate nodes may not
pass the integrity check, and their TXs will be rejected.
Nonetheless, false negatives are better than false posi-
tives in a critical IoT infrastructure scenario, e.g., smart
grid, smart cars, intelligent traffic control systems, etc.,
where safety and security are of paramount importance.

V. PROOF OF CONCEPT AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS OF D2Gen
To carry out an authentic security and performance analysis
of the D2Gen protocol, we developed a POC as per the exper-
imental setup shown in Fig.3. A list of software and hardware
used in the experiment is shown in Table.2. The testbed
(Fig.3) comprises two CIDS server nodes that are also the
blockchain miner nodes, two Raspberry Pi (Rpi) 3 model B
running snort IDS with a light blockchain application, and

two network devices including a smartphone and a personal
computer. Once the hardware was available, we first devel-
oped the smart contract on Remix-IDE in solidity language.
The pseudocode for the smart contract ( illustrated later
in Section V-A) is shown in Algorithm.1. In this testbed,
only the CIDS server, which is the trusted owner/manager
of the CIDS network, is authorized to deploy the smart
contract on the blockchain and store Base_D2Gen values for
the Rpi-based CIDS nodes. However, these operations are
confirmed based on network consensus. It is imperative to
highlight that Base_D2Gen is computed over sixteen differ-
ent hardware, software, and network configuration parame-
ters. These parameters include:

1) Network interfaces
2) Hostname
3) OS architecture
4) Total memory size
5) Permissions for /etc/security/access.conf file
6) Contents of /etc/networks file
7) Ambient temperature of the node (measured using

DS18B20 temperature sensor)
8) Information about each logical cpu core
9) OS platform
10) OS release details
11) OS type
12) OS version
13) Default directory for temporary files
14) Information about the user including username, uid, gid,

shell, and homedir
15) OS specific end-of-line marker
16) Details of all the connected (authorized) devices

After the contract is deployed, the CIDS servers start listen-
ing for specified event emissions on the blockchain network.
In the POC, currently, the Rpi-based CIDS nodes emit two
events once they initiate the TXs containing the new IDS alert
message and the current D2Gen. As shown in Fig.4, an event
named newTx_D2Gen emits information about the current
D2Gen of the respective Rpi-based CIDS node. Moreover,
the account belonging to the Rpi node, which was used to
pay for the TX fee, is also shown against the ‘‘from’’ field
just above the red box. This event notification also displays
the smart contract address, block number in which this TX is
included, and the TX hash.

Similarly, in Fig.5, the event named ‘‘newIDSLogEv’’
provides details of the latest IDS log message (enclosed in
red box) that includes date and time, source and destination IP
address, IP protocol, TTL, and Type of Service (ToS). These
detailsmay vary depending upon the rules configured in Snort
IDS. In addition, this event notification also shows the date
and time when the IDS log message TX was initiated.

For experiment purposes, while installing and configuring
snort on the Rpis, we defined a custom rule in local.rules file
to generate an alert if an ICMP message is sent from any
source to any destination on the home network. Accordingly,
some changes were also made in the snort.conf file. Hence,
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FIGURE 3. Experimental setup for the POC.

TABLE 2. Software and hardware requirements for the POC.

when the smartphone initiates a command to ping a personal
computer, the Rpi-based CIDS node immediately detects the
ICMP packet and generates an alert. The alert message is
output to the snort log file. As soon as a new snort log file is
created, a JavaScript on the respective Rpi node executes, and

it reads the vital information from the log file (snort.log.x),
including protocol type, source, and destination IP address,
and ToS. This alert message is then fed into the blockchain
by the Rpi CIDS node as a TX. Once the TX is mined
in a block by the CIDS server/miner nodes, the rest of the
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FIGURE 4. New D2Gen event emission.

FIGURE 5. IDS alert message event emission.

CIDS nodes can update their IDS rules based on this threat
alert. Hence, blockchain provides an immutable and trans-
parent view of the threat environment to all the CIDS nodes
simultaneously.

A. PSEUDOCODES OF THE SMART CONTRACT
AND THE JavaScript
The pseudocodes of the smart contract and the JavaScript
code to computeD2Gen, extract IDS logmessage, and initiate
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Algorithm 1 - CIDS Genome Computation
procedure CIDS_Gen(sender_address) F The address of the contract owner is
determined
end procedure
Owner initiates the smart contract Deploy TX
procedure pubBase_D2Gen(Base_D2Gen)

if sender == owner then
Set Base_D2Gen

else
Return: Operation not permitted

end if
end procedure
procedure pubLog(IDS_Alert) F All the CIDS nodes can publish alert
messages

compute current Date and Time, and sender ID
read IDS log message
emit new IDS log event

end procedure
procedure pubD2Gen(Current_D2Gen) F All the CIDS nodes can submit
D2Gen with every IDS alert

compute current D2Gen of Rpi node that is sending IDS log message
emit new D2Gen event

end procedure
procedure getD2Gen()

if sender == owner then
show D2Gen

else
return: operation not permitted

end if
end procedure
procedure getIDS_Log()

return IDS log message

end procedure

respective TXs are exhibited as Algorithm.1 and Algorithm.2
respectively.

As shown in Algorithm.1, the first function/procedure
CIDS_Gen sets the contract owner’s address on blockchain.
Then the contract owner initiates a TX to publish the smart
contract on the blockchain. Similarly, only the smart contract
owner can save/publish the Base_D2Gen in respect of an
end device on the blockchain using a predefined method
PubBase_D2Gen. The smart contract will check whether the
account address that initiated the TX is of the contract owner
or not. If the address is not of the smart contract owner,
then the operation will not be permitted. Correspondingly, all
the CIDS nodes in the network can initiate IDS alert TXs
using function PubLog that takes IDS_Alert message as a
parameter. Once this function is called, it firsts compute the
current date and time and sender ID as a part of the time
stamp. Then the alert message from the IDS log is read. Later,
when the TX to publish IDS log/alert is approved based on
network consensus, an event concerning the new IDS log is
emitted. Any CIDS server monitoring the network will see
the requisite event notification.

Accordingly, a method named PubD2Gen can be called
by all the CIDS nodes to publish their current D2Gen (at
runtime) alongwith the IDS log/alert TX. In this case, as well,
an event is emitted once the TX is approved/mined. The next
method in the smart contract is GetD2Gen, which the smart
contract owner calls to check the Base_D2Gen of a node.
Finally, the GetIDS_Log function returns the last published
IDS alert message.

Algorithm 2 - Rpi Log Alert and D2Gen TX Submission
Require: crypto, os, fs, web3

procedure os.networkInterfaces()
return: Rpi network interfaces

end procedure
procedure os.hostname()

return: Rpi hostname
end procedure
procedure os.arch()

return: Rpi CPU architecture
end procedure
procedure os.totalmem()

return: total memory size of Rpi
end procedure
procedure check_File_Permissions(access.conf )

return: status of read and write access to the file
end procedure
procedure fs.readFile(networks)

if Error in reading file then
print error message

else
read: Network_Config
return: Network_Config

end if
end procedure
procedure getTemp()

return: Current temperature around the node
end procedure
procedure os.cpus()

return: info about each logical cpu core
end procedure
procedure os.platform()

return: OS platform details
end procedure
procedure os.release()

return: OS platform release details
end procedure
procedure os.type()

return: Type of OS
end procedure
procedure os.tempdir()

return: default dir for temp files
end procedure
procedure os.userInfo()

return: info about user (username, uid, gid, shell, and homedir)
end procedure
procedure usb.getDeviceList()

return: all the connected devices
end procedure
procedure D2Gen_Calc(Rpi_Parameters)

return: D2Gen of Rpi (a hash string)
end procedure
procedure fs.readFile(snort_logs)

if Error in reading file then
print error message

else
read: IDS log message
return: IDS log data

end if
end procedure
connect to the RPC provider at localhost:8043
set web3.eth.defaultAccount
init an instance of smart contract
procedure pubLog(IDS_Log_data)

if account is unlock then
init TX
display: hash of TX

else
display: error message

end if
end procedure
procedure pubD2Gen(new_D2Gen)

if account is unlock then
init TX
display: hash of TX

else
display: error message

end if

end procedure
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FIGURE 6. Detection of unauthorized USB device.

Similarly, as shown in Algorithm.2, the JavaScript code
on the Rpis (CIDS nodes) require crypto, os (operating
system), fs (file system), and web3.js modules for dif-
ferent operations. Moreover, as already enumerated at the
end of Section-V para 1, various procedures are used to
extract information about specific hardware, software, and
network parameters of the respective CIDS node for the
computation of Base/runtime D2Gen. Due to the paucity
of space, fourteen out of sixteen methods are shown in
the algorithm. For instance, OS.NetworkInterfaces function
returns an array of objects that each contains/describes a
network interface that has been assigned a network address.
In the same way, OS.Arch method returns the operat-
ing system CPU architecture of the respective Rpi/CIDS
node and OS.TotalMem provides the total memory size.
Similarly, the Check_File_Permissions method retrieves
the status of read and write access to the access.conf
file.

Correspondingly, FS.ReadFile function extracts the con-
tents of /etc/networks file, and GetTemp returns the ambient
temperature of the node. As the temperature is a dynamic
parameter, we defined a range of ±5 of the default tem-
perature at different times of the day. Likewise, OS.CPUs
method provides information about each logical CPU core
and OS.Release function returns OS platform release details.
Similarly, information about the default directory (dir) to
store temporary (temp) files is obtained throughOS.TempDir
method. In addition, some important information about the
user, including username, user ID (uid), group ID (gid),
shell, and home directory (homedir) is extracted by using
OS.UserInfo function. Another vital parameter that plays
a significant role in identifying a compromised node is
information about all the connected devices. This is a
piece of very useful information that is obtained through
USB.getDeviceList method.

Furthermore, D2Gen_Calc and FS.ReadFile methods are
called to compute the D2Gen and read IDS log data, respec-
tively. It is followed by the connection of the respective Rpi

(CIDS node) on a specific RPC port with the blockchain
network. Also, it is essential to set the default Ethereum
account/address on Rpi that will be used to pay for the TX
costs (in terms of Ethers or Weis). After this, the procedures
named PubLog and PubD2Gen are called to publish IDS
alert messages along with respective Rpi node’s D2Gen. For
both these TXs, the respective Rpi node’s default Ethereum
account needs to be unlocked using a secure password. Other-
wise, the TXs will not be permitted, and error messages will
be displayed.

Accordingly, if an attacker alters even a single parameter
out of sixteen concerning an end node, the D2Gen computed
at runtime will not match the Base_D2Gen already stored on
the blockchain. Resultantly, the TX will be rejected, and the
respective node will be marked as compromised. E.g., Fig.6
shows the change in D2Gen computed at the run time once
an unauthorized (other than default devices) USB device is
connected to the respective Rpi node.

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The blockchain-based CIDS framework has been analyzed
from the security point of view. In this context, Table.3
highlights the anticipated threats and requisite security mea-
sures. Correspondingly, in a private/consortium network
setting, every CIDS node’s default account is initialized
with some ethers or weis by the CIDS server that initial-
izes the blockchain network through genesis file. Hence,
no unauthorized CIDS node can input or forge a fake TX
in the network. Moreover, being a private/consortium net-
work, the parameters including network ID, RPC, and web
socket port numbers required to start and synchronize a node
with the blockchain can be hidden from external parties.
In addition, whenever a CIDS node initiates a threat alert TX,
it has to unlock its default Ethereum account with a preset
password known only to him. Hence, it is nearly impossible
to spoof a blockchain-based CIDS node. Another security
feature is that every node in the blockchain network has a
unique enode ID. Unless the miner nodes add that enode ID
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FIGURE 7. Code obfuscation methods.

as a peer, the respective node cannot synchronize to the main
blockchain.

Concerning the security of smart contracts, as per our
testbed settings, only one of the CIDS server nodes is allowed
to deploy the smart contract to the blockchain as an owner.
Later, all other nodes can access the smart contract methods
using the smart contract application binary interface (Abi)
and the contract address. Except for the smart contract owner,
no node can discretely make any change to the smart contract.
Moreover, even if the owner modifies or upgrades the smart
contract, it needs to be re-deployed on the blockchain. Hence,
this adds to the system’s overall security, as no change can be
made to the smart contacts stealthily. Besides, the access to
the smart contract mutator methods that modify the state of
the threat alerts in respect of a CIDS node can be restricted
to the authorized addresses/accounts of the nodes. In general,
the blockchain-based CIDS is secure against data integrity,

forgery, and application/policy violation threats. Accord-
ingly, the IDS log message and the D2Gen TXs initiated from
the respective Rpi-based CIDS node cannot be replayed once
mined in a block. It is because the IDS log TX emits an event
bearing a timestamp showing date and time when the TX was
submitted. Hence, a replayed TX with an old timestamp can
easily be detected by the CIDS server that is listening to the
event emissions.

Another critical aspect is the security of the JavaScript
code running on Rpi-based CIDS nodes. This script computes
D2Gen at runtime, extracts snort IDS log messages, and
then pushes these parameters into the blockchain. Though
blockchain is immutable and prevents data forging and modi-
fication attacks, data integrity is threatened before it is pushed
into the blockchain. Moreover, there is always a credible
threat of physical compromise of CIDS nodes. An attacker
may read and modify the code to prevent computation
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TABLE 3. Threats and countermeasures.

FIGURE 8. Number of false negatives.

of D2Gen at runtime and replay an old response. Hence,
to ensure code integrity and avoid replay attacks, we used
JavaScript Obfuscator [49] to convert the JavaScript source
code running on Rpi-based CIDS nodes into an unreadable

form thus preventing unauthorized analysis and tampering.
Currently, ‘‘Obfuscation’’ is considered as one of the cogent
methods for protecting JavaScript codes from reverse engi-
neering. The obfuscated code becomes unintelligible for
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FIGURE 9. Number of false positives.

FIGURE 10. Transaction commit time.

viewers, but its functionality remains the same as the original
code.

Our experiments tested three different code obfuscation
methods: simple obfuscation, advanced obfuscation, and self-
defending. As shown in Fig.7, the protected code looks dif-
ferent in the case of all three methods, i.e., obfuscation,
advanced obfuscation, and self-defending. However, once
executed, all the protected codes displayed the same func-
tionality. Moreover, it is also quite evident that the protected

code is nearly impossible for an unauthorized or malicious
person to understand and modify.

Nonetheless, there may be a question about the security
and performance efficiency of the JavaScript obfuscators.
In this regard, researchers in [50] carried out a thorough
comparison of online JavaScript obfuscators based on obfus-
cation techniques, potency, resilience to deobfuscation, and
costs associated with the process. The authors, identified
‘‘obfuscators.io’’ [51] to be the most potent, and difficult to
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FIGURE 11. Transaction cost (gas usage).

be reversed obfuscator. However, with increased resilience
and potent obfuscation, the size of the code also increases
significantly. Accordingly, obfuscator.io infers an increase
of 36.23% as compared to an increase of just 1.06% in the
case of JavaScript obfuscator [49]. Hence, the selection of an
obfuscator may depend on the security and the performance
preferences of a system/application. Thus, for critical sys-
tems, the security of code and resilience to adversary attacks
may lead to the acceptance of low performance or increased
code size. On the contrary, for some real-time systems, a low
level of resilience may be enough in relation to increased
performance output. Correspondingly, considering the secu-
rity requirements of the D2Gen protocol, we finally used
obfuscator.io to scramble JavaScript codes.

Furthermore, to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
framework concerning false negatives, i.e., a legitimate node
fails the integrity verification, we ran the D2Gen proto-
col for hundred times. As shown in Fig.8, for all hundred
trials, D2Gen computed at runtime was exactly the same as
Base_D2Gen. Likewise, to determine the probability of false
positives, i.e., a compromised node qualifies the integrity
check, we changed twelve out of sixteen parameters five
times each. The altered parameters include configuration of
network interfaces, attached devices, the hostname of the
node, file permissions, contents of networks file, ambient
temperature, OS release, type and version, the default direc-
tory for temporary files, and user information. The rest of
the four parameters required changes in the device hardware.
Accordingly, as shown in Fig.9, all parameter modifications
except serial 7 (ambient temperature) resulted in a change in
D2Gen, thus dictating that the end node has been tampered
with. However, we obtained two false positives concern-
ing ambient temperature, i.e., twice the change in ambient
temperature resulted in unchanged D2Gen. This behavior

substantiates the need to carefully set/normalize the accept-
able range of values for the dynamic parameters.

C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To assess the performance efficiency of the D2Gen frame-
work, we measured TX commit time which includes time
taken to compute D2Gen of a node at run-time, extraction of
IDS log message, submission of TXs, and finally mining of
the TXs in a block. We also measured TX cost in terms of gas
usage and the block difficulty for fifty iterations of the D2Gen
protocol. Where gas is a unit of measuring computational
effort that is required to execute specific operations on the
Ethereum network [52]. Since each Ethereum TX requires
computational resources to execute, every TX requires a fee.
Hence, gas refers to the cost needed to conduct a TX on
Ethereum successfully. Therefore, a TXwith low gas usage is
considered to be economical. Nonetheless, in each iteration,
the Rpi-based IDS node computes its D2Gen over sixteen
different parameters (already mentioned in Section V) and
then submits two separate TXs comprising D2Gen and IDS
alert message.

As shown in Fig.10, the time taken to run the D2Gen
protocol and mine respective TXs in a block varies from
3.28 secs to 15.72 secs with a mean TX commit time
of 9.67 secs. Whereas the expected block time in the public
Ethereum blockchain is between 10 to 19 secs, and in Bitcoin
blockchain, it is 10 mins. Similarly, Fig.11 shows the TX cost
in terms of gas usage for the fifty iterations of the D2Gen
protocol. It is evident that except few iterations, the cost (gas
usage) for the mining of respective blocks is almost static
at 177190, i.e., 0.177 Million as compared to the Ethereum
block gas limit of 15000000 (Fifteen Million) [53]. There-
fore, it can be inferred that the computation requirements
to compute D2Gen over maximum software and hardware
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FIGURE 12. Block difficulty.

TABLE 4. Experimental results.

components and mine respective TXs in a block would be
well under the allowable Ethereum block gas limit of fifteen
million. In addition, Fig.12 presents the trend of change in
block difficulty for fifty iterations. A summary of the exper-
imental results is shown in Table.4.

Though in this experiment, the block limit gradually
increases, it drops as well at a few instances. Similarly, in a
real-world Ethereum network, the block difficulty experi-
ences both increases and decrease as an adjustment to keep
the block time between 10-19 secs. E.g., if the current block
is mined in less than 10 secs, then the block difficulty will
be increased accordingly to bring the block time for the next
block within the desired limit of 10-19 secs [54]. Similarly,
on 4th September 2021, the Ethereum block difficulty was
8.60× 1015 [55] as compared to D2Gen protocol’s difficulty
of 8.52 × 105.
The phenomenon of varying difficulty is called as ‘‘Diffi-

culty Bomb.’’ Correspondingly, an adjustment of 10-20 secs
is deemed essential after every 100,000 blocks in the
Ethereum blockchain. It serves two purposes, i.e., security
and scalability. Concerning security, the increase in block

difficulty caters to the rise in computation power by the
block miners. Correspondingly, a limit to minimum block
creation time prevents the creation of blocks more quickly,
thus avoiding a rapid increase in blockchain size.

Besides, there may be a concern that the Ethereum 1.0
network with a TX throughput of only 30 TXs per sec may
not be feasible for a CIDS network. In this regard, it is high-
lighted that Phase-0 of transition to Ethereum 2.0 network
had been initiated in Dec 2020 [56]. The notable features
of the Ethereum 2.0 upgrade include; Proof of Stake (PoS)
consensus protocol [57], shard chains, and an entirely new
blockchain named as ‘‘Beacon Chain’’ [58]. By implement-
ing blockchain shards, nodes in Ethereum 2.0 network will
be able to manage slices of the network. As Ethereum 2.0 is
expected to be launched with 64 shards hence, it will give
64 times more TX throughput than its predecessor Ethereum
1.0. Correspondingly, it is foreseen that the TX throughput
of Ethereum 2.0 will be around 100,000 TXs per second
[58] as compared to the maximum achievable TX throughput
of 20,000 TXs per sec in case of an optimized version of
Hyperledger Fabric [59].
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article introduced a unique scheme of validating IoT
device integrity by computing the device’s digital genome.
This concept is derived from the identification of humans
based on their genome profiling. The very idea of genome
profiling motivated us to apply the same approach to digital
devices and develop an initial design of the proposed integrity
check framework for CIDSs. The computation of the device’s
digital genome is based on numerous attributes measured
from the device hardware and software components, net-
work configuration/settings, and device metadata. To ensure
secure computation of the base genome and its immutable
storage, blockchain technology is a pedestal of the proposed
framework design. Although the proffered security and per-
formance analysis of the POC compliments the feasibility of
the D2Gen-based device integrity check mechanism, some
distinct challenges and limitations highlighted in the article
need to be addressed to develop a fully functional product.

Correspondingly, in the future, we intend to extend the
number of hardware, software, and device configuration
parameters that contribute to the computation of D2Gen.
Sequel to this, segregation of dynamic and static parameters
is also very vital. Accordingly, the dynamic parameters, such
as voltages and current levels at specific device interfaces,
contents of system files, device configuration settings, etc.,
need to be evaluated to set/normalize the threshold so that
malicious behavior can be easily detected.Moreover, to select
the most suitable blockchain technology, we aim to test the
extended version of D2Gen on Ethereum 2.0, Hyperledger
Fabric, and IOTA Smart Contracts Protocol (ISCP). Then
based on the security and performance analysis, the best per-
forming blockchain platform will be used in the production
version of D2Gen.

It is believed that a successful realization of this scheme
will help detect a malicious IoT/IIoT/digital device even
if a single byte of data is changed in its software com-
ponents. Also, if a minute change is made in device’s
hardware/network configuration or metadata, the forged
device will be easily identified. Resultantly, it will not only
provide security guarantees for a large number of IoT appli-
cations but will also boost the financial impact of the already
established multi-billion-dollar IoT industry.
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